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Multiprint of structures ignores page aliases

Status
 Closed

Subject
Multiprint of structures ignores page aliases

Version
4.x

Category
• Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Wiki Structure (book & table of content)
Print

Submitted by
Atticus0307

Lastmod by
Arild Berg

Rating
★★★★★ ★★★★★ (0) 

Description
When a structure is printed using multiple print, then the page aliases are ignored. The TOC shows numbering and aliases correctly. But the page within the print output shows numbering and page name instead of alias.

This is not only inconsistent, but a major problem:

All pages in TikiWiki must have a unique name. So, in case you need to create similar structures multiple times, you'd need to define some prefix for the page names to keep them unique. This results in rather ugly page names.

Example:
A section "Client Overview" is mandatory in the structure.

The structure is created for some module "Module A" and some module "Module B". You'd now prefix the pages, resulting in page names "ModA_client_overview" and "ModB_client_overview". That works okay, no problem, you can simple create aliases "Client Overview" for the pages.

The TOC then prints "1.1 Client Overview". That's correct.
But why does "1.1 ModA_client_overview" appear in the printout of the page instead?!

Solution
In Tiki 8, using multi print for structures will display the page alias if one is defined.

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

engelbert 26 Oct 10 11:16 GMT-0000
It wil make structures much more usefull if this kind of problems can be fixed.
(Multiprint, Webhelp, Print and maybe other features) Please someone fix this!
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